
Gulf Finance Corporation PJSC (Gulf Finance) is a leading UAE based finance company and the first choice for the region’s Small and Medium 
sized Enterprises (SMEs). Gulf Finance has been recognised over the years for its unique product offerings, ability to finance conventional and 
unconventional assets and quick responses to customer financing needs.

Established in 1998, Gulf Finance is a multi-award-winning business, awarded Best SME Finance Company 2013 and Best SME Finance Scheme 
2013 by Banker Middle East. The company has developed a market leading SME lending process with a primary focus on the Power, Oil and Gas, 
Water, Healthcare, Manufacturing, Printing, and Logistics industries. 

Gulf Finance has invested heavily in moulding a professional team of seasoned bankers, finance experts and credit professionals to build a robust 
credit model and exceptional due diligence process. The team provides clarity and certainty to clients so they can develop their business with 
confidence. Gulf Finance is licensed and regulated by the UAE Central Bank.



THE PRODUCTS

Each product offered by Gulf Finance has been carefully developed by industry experts to meet the needs of SMEs 
in the region. Given the uniqueness of each SME, lending applications are considered on a case-by-case basis to 
ensure that an appropriate lending decision is made.

Asset & Equipment Finance 

Like businesses themselves, commercial assets and equipment come in all shapes and sizes. Gulf Finance has 
developed the skills, capability and appetite to lend against a variety of conventional and unconventional assets. 
From MRI scanners to diesel storage tankers, industrial printers to shipping vessels, Gulf Finance is able to tailor 
an asset finance facility specifically for your business needs; where new or existing assets can be financed from as 
little as AED 50K up to AED 20M, with the option of flexible repayment structures. 

Our specialised Asset and Equipment finance range includes:

Whether you need a backhoe loader, excavator, 
mobile crane, or general land transport vehicle to 
get your business on the road, Gulf Finance has 
the ability to provide you with a finance solution 
that suits your needs. Our dedicated in-house 
team has strong relationships with vendors of 
multiple vehicle brands and has the ability to 
assist with various buy-back options. Gulf Finance 
solutions are available for new or used vehicles 
and lending requests below AED 500K will receive 
an answer within 3 business days.

Gulf Finance’s comprehensive commercial and 
consumer Marine Finance options offer solutions 
for individuals and businesses looking to purchase 
a vessel. Be it a first boat purchase or tenth and 
whether it’s a pleasure boat, a commercial vessel 
or a luxury yacht, Gulf Finance offers a tailor-made 
finance product to meet individual needs.

Vehicle Finance Marine Finance

Working Capital Finance

Gulf Finance offers several Working Capital products that can help developing businesses to grow even further.

•  Inventory Finance -  A revolving credit line for the procurement of raw material. It helps cover the time 
    it takes from buying raw material to receiving funds for finished goods sold. In addition, by paying cash for 
    inventory, many businesses are able to negotiate better prices from suppliers compared to buying on trade 
    credit.

•  Invoice Finance - Offering businesses the ability to unlock value tied up in unpaid invoices, providing precious 
    cash flow that can be used to support additional sales. Upon billing a client for goods or services, funds can 
    immediately be raised up to a pre-agreed percentage of the invoice amount.

•  Cheque Discounting - Operating in a similar manner to Invoice Finance and is ideal for raising funds against 
    goods or services that have been sold to clients who are paying by post-dated cheque. Cheques presented for 
    discounting are funded up to a pre-agreed percentage, and upon the cheque clearing the excess amount over 
    the funding drawn is remitted back to you.



Corporate Deposits

For businesses with surplus cash which is not being fully utilised, Gulf Finance offers two forms of corporate 
deposit options at attractive fixed interest rates. 

•  The Standard Fixed Deposit pays a high rate of interest, though early withdrawals are not permitted.
•  Customers wanting the ability to withdraw their deposit early will benefit from a Flexi Fixed Deposit, which  
    allows full or partial withdrawal after the half-way point of their deposit term. 

Corporate deposits can vary from a minimum of AED 1M up to a maximum of AED 100M, with tenors available from 
6 months to 24 months. Interest rates are offered on the basis of the size of the deposit and the tenor, with larger 
deposits over longer tenors attracting the most generous rates. 

Security Agency 

Through our Security Agency offering, international and domestic lenders across banks, companies or private 
individuals can rely on Gulf Finance for the perfection, enforcement and release of security interests over a variety 
of different types of collateral. Our capabilities extend across a broad spectrum of security interests and asset 
classes such as mortgages over property, possessory pledges over assets and assignment of receivables.

Bonds, Indemnities and Guarantees 

As a specialist in the small business market, Gulf Finance is well placed to support fast-growth businesses that need 
to provide financial guarantees to secure a new contract. Experienced professionals are able to structure a variety 
of bonds, indemnities or guarantees that can be used to support an extensive range of domestic and international 
projects and trade transactions.



Gulf Finance provided a UAE-based water bottling company with finance for new equipment with an Asset 
Finance term loan used to increase their production capacity. This funding helped this small business to rapidly 
increase their production capacity from a limited 3 bottle size offerings to 6 different sizes that better met their 
customer preferences. This funding was made possible within a week of their application. They are currently 
making monthly repayments without putting pressure on their daily cash flows. 

Gulf Finance’s Asset Finance term loan was used by a supply chain and logistics free-zone company for capital 
investment to purchase a warehouse. The company was able to consolidate 4 different rented warehouse 
locations into one, reducing the annual rent cost while providing their customers with a centralised, 
multi-product storage facility service.

Providing a combination of Asset Finance and Invoice Discounting facilities helped a printing press increase 
operational efficiency with the purchase of an 8 colour Heidelberg printer. The 90 day invoice discounting line 
reduced the operating cycle creating immediate access to funds, which were then channeled to purchase raw 
materials.  

This customer of ours purchased large manufacturing equipment to increase their operational capacity. 
Over the 60 month Asset Finance term loan, this box manufacturer has grown by an average of 20% per year 
by streamlining operations and repeatedly reinvesting annual profits while honouring manageable monthly 
repayments.

A Water Bottling Factory

A Supply Chain and Logistics provider

A Printing Press

A Box Manufacturer

PROJECTS WE HAVE PROUDLY FINANCED



If you have any questions or would like to discuss your business needs, you can 
email us at info@gulffinance.com or call us on Dubai +971 (4) 405 0000, Sharjah 
+971 (6) 5753533, Abu Dhabi +971 (2) 6445540. Same day call back is guaranteed. 

Visit www.gulffinance.com for more information about Gulf Finance Corporation.

Contact us


